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Hi all,
And welcome to the chilly winter edition of NZTECHO. It’s
an issue that has been put together in a variety of challenging
circumstances, and we are pretty happy that it exists at all.
You’ll find an expansive and information packed article from our
friends at Screen Auckland, on the ways in which the Auckland
City Council works to assist the industry, and what they expect
in return. For our next issue, we are hoping to run equivalent
pieces from Wellington and Queenstown councils.
–
Our man in Otaki, Waka Attewell has made a truly lyrical
contribution on a project he has found himself involved in.
It’s important in this business to keep an eye on the ‘why’ films
are made as well as the ‘how’ which is our bread and butter.
Waka is one of the people who constantly reminds me of that.
Thanks buddy.
I’m also stoked with our ‘newbie’ profile for this issue. When
I saw Marty’s name on the list of people who have recently
joined the Guild I knew he would be the first one I called to
interview for the section. As usual, he has gone above and
beyond and written us a really thoughtful piece that goes
further than most profiles.
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Hopefully, by the time this issue reaches your mailbox next
week, we might even have a bit of good news re work. We all
know the last few months have been deathly quiet, and how
dispiriting that can be, especially for new crew who haven’t
been through a slump before. Hang in there, it does get better.
Always.

Love your work,
Graeme Tuckett.
Editor and Guild Member.

Cover photo: On the recce for “Who Really Owns New Zealand?”
Photographer: Waka Attewell
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BEHIND THE SCENES

With over 20 years in the film industry,
Karla Rodgers is now executive officer for the Techos’ Guild.

Executive Officer Karla Rodgers looks back at a tumultuous six months.
Kia Ora All,
Well, can you believe it, we are already half way
through the year.
This gives us cause to do a six month re-cap.
So, just over six months ago we renamed and re-branded ourselves as the Screen Industry Guild of Aotearoa
NZ Inc. (SIGANZ). By now over 50% of members will
have received their new membership cards displaying
our new name and logo. This is a bit of a slow roll out
as we replace your cards as your renewal date comes
up. By the end of November everyone should be on
their new card and if you haven’t received it by then, let
me know.
Also just over six months ago we released the revised
version of the Blue Book and the reception of our
updated Blue Book has been incredible, by both crew
and producers. To meet demand we are already into
our second print run. This is very positive as it indicates
that industry players are keen to know what the guidelines for the engagement of crew are. If you weren’t
bothered, you wouldn’t bother. Although available free
on line, there still appears to be a preference to have a
hard copy of this little “Blue Bible”.
Another new initiative to help promote the Guild early
this year was the idea of a Screen Industry Guild “Calling Card”, a small credit sized card giving a snapshot of
what the Guild does, why screen industry crew should
be members and how to join. After consultation with the
National Executive, it was an idea unanimously supported and this card has now been created and is ready
to go out and do its work.
So, if you would like to do your bit to help promote,
recruit and educate non-members, let us know and we
can send you a handful of cards.
Remember the Screen Industry Guild works on behalf of
all screen industry crew so getting this message across
is important. Simple equations, the greater our membership the stronger our voice. Upfront I thank those who
have already put their hands up in getting these wee
cards out.
I know they will be doing the rounds on Mulan and
Guns Akimbo and a number have already gone to guild
members who have them on hand ready to hand out to
help support our SIGANZ growth.
The Screen Industry Guild’s position in the industry is
significant and our voice is being heard. The recent Film
Industry Working Group is a point in case. To remind

those who may have forgotten, a group of representatives from the Screen Industry Guild was sitting in front
of the Minister of Workplace Relations, Iain Lees Galloway before he had even unpacked his boxes in his first
week in office. From that initial meeting and successive
meetings, the Film Industry Working Group, made up of
other guilds, organisations and major industry players
was formed by invitation of the Government with the
undertaking to make recommendations on the review of
the Employment Relations Act 2010 (colloquially known
as the Hobbit Law).
This group is about to enter its fifth month and has
made progress as it works hard towards recommendations soon to be put before the Minister. Sioux Macdonald, the Guild’s Vice President and representative has
put in a huge amount of voluntary time to be our voice.
Sioux’s voice is not solely Screen Industry Guild-centric
though, as one fix does not fit all and the final recommendations have to encompass all who work within the
screen industry.
On another positive note, the Guild membership continues to rise. In the past year we have had close to a 30%
increase in membership. The Screen Industry Guild
works with and supports other guilds and organisations
within the NZ screen industry. The stronger our combined
memberships puts us all in a better position to collectively
influence a well-structured industry.
It is important to not become fragmented as an industry
and think along the lines of “them” and “us” but realised
that it is a “we”. If we go down that road we become
fragmented. When things are fragmented they become
isolated, disjointed and dysfunctional. We need to work
together to ensure the industry grows in a healthy and
collaborative manner.
Well informed producers are as important as well informed crew. Together we collectively should be on the
same page. The damage comes when we are not.
We all need to be walking away with a balloon.
So as we enter the sixth month of the year work continues to streamline SIGANZ. It is a process that may
never, in fact should never end.
An area of focus is to try and get all members to understand how the Guild is structured. Who is responsible
to who and the chain of command so to speak. Richard
Bluck and I are working on an article which we hope to
publish in an upcoming issue to shed some light on the
inner mechanics of the Guild from you as a member to
the National Executive.
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Currently the Guild is running very smoothly with some
fantastic initiatives, changes and strides forward. This has
been possible due to the support of dedicated members
who have stepped up, shared their wisdom and experience but we need a succession plan so if you, in particular as younger members would like to take a greater role
in the Guild maybe now is the time to consider perhaps
standing in some capacity at the next AGM in September.
For those who are not members of the Screen Industry
Guild, please recognise the work we do is for the benefit
of technical (below the line) crew with a wider vision for
the health of the entire NZ screen industry.
The Screen Industry Guild is a non-profit organisation
supported by paid up Guild members and run predominantly by passionate volunteers and the kind koha of
professional advisors.
If you are not a member I hope this gives you cause to
reconsider your position, you can go to our website and
just click on “Join the Guild” to become a member of this
very special and necessary organisation.

For all your
Physical
Effects
Requirements
166 Railside Ave, Henderson, Auckland. Tel: +64 9 837 8641

www.filmfx.co.nz

Are you a member of

UPDATING NOW!

2018/19
addition

THE DATA BOOK
community?
Promote your business to over 4000 national
& international website visitors per month

GET YOUR FREE LISTING!

Go to our website and click on “List Your Business”

www.databook.co.nz
Contact: listings@databook.co.nz

*Use the coupon code: NZTECHO to receive your 20% guild discount
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PRESIDENT’S RAVE

Richard Bluck is a cinematographer based on the Kapiti Coast. A long-standing
member of the Techos’ Guild, he took up the role of president in late 2014.

Guild President Richard Bluck on the importance of remembering we are a community.
I have admiration for writers who sit at a computer and out
pours a story. I love reading and I can easily lose myself in
the writer’s world, experiencing the story in my mind. However, when I sit at the computer to write to you, I wonder
what I will say. Maybe if I shot a video for this column, images rather than words, this process would be a lot easier.
I went to boarding school as did my brother and sister.
From the age of 12 my Mother was the communicator. She
wrote long and detailed letters for most of her life that kept
us all connected and in spite us being scattered around
the world we knew what everyone was doing and how the
village where we were from was changing. Her letters were
such an important part of us being a family.
Similar to my family, the screen industry needs this path of
communication. I am not going to sit and write letters to
you all and tell you what everyone has been doing but we
do need to keep communicating.
The challenges we face aren’t as life threatening as the
issues with the Health system or the stress of the farmers
Mycoplasma Bovis disease that I listen to every morning
on the radio. But our survival is dependent upon us being
a family and meeting the challenges together and communicating with each other. We can’t live in isolation and still
expect to be a coherent industry with a clear direction and
control of our own destiny.
I am advocating for screen industry members to engage in
the Guilds and Societies that are representing you. Joining would be the first thing. All screen industry members
should be in either a Guild or Society, so they are engaged
in the industry. Join the committees, take leadership roles
and advocate for your fellow screen industry members to
be active.
This industry will continue to face challenges in the future
and we need to have a communication system to discuss
and debate our position and work as a collective screen
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SPECIALIST FILM & TV SAFETY

finding challenges that are changing the way we approach
our work. Challenges are good and bring positive outcomes when we think about the solution.
Health, Safety, Gender Equality, Cultural Diversity are all
prominent subjects that we regularly hear discussed. They
are subjects that we need to implement. Healthy working
environments, the right to go to work and return safely to
your family at the end of the day, respect for our fellow
screen industry members and showing respect for how we
interact with each other in our work environment. Most of
these changes are about attitude change and can only successfully come from the individual analysing and critiquing
their behaviour and making the attitudinal change. This is
not always easy because we have to step out of our comfort zone and re-evaluate the normal pattern of our working structure. But for anyone to move forward it is always
important to step back and think about how we do things,
how we approach issues and what we can learn from other
people to better our work situation.
I see the speed with which changes are happening in the
technology of the screen industry and the audience’s way
of accessing and viewing the screen material. This impacts on how we continue to make a viable industry that
supports the people who work in it. It has often been a
rollercoaster ride. Sometimes the screen industry has been
a Billion-dollar industry and then a Cottage industry. How
do we iron out these fluctuations, so we don’t lose valuable people because they can no longer make a living? We
have the skills to do this but it may require us to approach
the problem from a different perspective.
I am presenting challenges but apart from communicating
and respecting each other I have not provided solutions.
I hope as an industry we can continue to come together
and talk about our differences and provide solutions that
work for us all and allow us to control and invigorate the
screen industry.

Lifeguard & Safety have been working with Production Companies for
over 20 years, on projects ranging from music videos & film school
shoots, low budget television & features, up to major motion pictures.
We can help in the following areas;
Safety supervisors, on set medics, hazard identification & mitigation,
WorkSafe NZ compliance, marine coordination, water safety, and divers
for underwater support.
If it’s the Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 causing you concern, we
have been working with ScreenSafe, WorkSafe NZ & several legal
companies & consultants to find the best solutions for the Screen Sector.
Contact us if you have any questions regarding your next project.
Willy Heatley +64 27 451 6002
willy@guard.co.nz • www.guard.co.nz
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THE FINE PRINT

Tim Riley is a lawyer with Dominion Law, a specialist entertainment law firm that
recognises that creative people need creative lawyers.

While we search for a new legal commentator, we are happy to re-run this still relevant piece from Tim Riley.

Film studios picking up game
Impacts felt by major film studios from the internet and new technologies over the past 15 years are
nothing compared to the hits record labels have taken. Getting with the times is the way forward, Tim Riley
says, including new distribution models for film companies and rethinking release dates.
I’ve always wondered what they’re going to call new media when it’s
not new anymore. It seems really dumb to use the word ‘new’ in the official title of anything. It’s like New College at Oxford University. Sure, it
was new once, but that was in the 17th century…. Mind you, the name
New York still works fine. But that’s because New York was, and always
will be, newer than the old York. Whereas ‘new media’ won’t always be
newer than the old media – one day there will be some newer media
and the current new media will be the old media…
In fact, it’s already well over a decade ago that the name ‘new media’
was first solemnly intoned by some tech commentator and people
started breathlessly talking about the brave new world that was about
to open up. So let’s look back over that decade and a half and see if
anything has really changed, or is it just ‘same shit, different media’?
One thing you can definitely trace to the advent of the internet is the
decline and fall of the major record labels. Recorded music is something that seems purpose built for digital media. The package it is
traditionally sold in (an album) is easily divided up into a number of
small components (the tracks) each of which can be sold as a separate
file. The file sizes are small and easily transferred. This combined with
huge reductions in the costs of making original recordings (due to the
development of technology like pro tools) allowed the introduction of
new participants into the recording and distribution industries and the
loss by the majors of their control of their market. As a result of this
loss of control the huge margins the majors had built into their business
model in the physical CD market could not be sustained, the price
of recorded music came down, and the majors went out of business.
They, of course, blame piracy.
In film and TV the effect has not been as dramatic. Although there
have been significant cost decreases in some areas of film and TV
production, it is nothing like what occurred in the recording industry,
and the reality remains that it still costs shitloads to make a film or a TV
show. Additionally, file sizes and bandwidth limitations initially restricted
the online proliferation of professionally produced audio-visual content
(again, this is in comparison to the music industry). However, the invention of BitTorrent and other types of peer-to-peer technology which
dramatically improve download times for large files, combined with the
initial reluctance of rights holders to change the standard distribution
models, did facilitate an explosion in online piracy. The outcome of all
of this in the film industry is that most of the studios are still in business
but the distribution models look quite different to how they looked a
decade ago. In the TV industry there has been a marked decline in
expenditure on production funding by broadcasters due to advertising
dollars having to be spread across a whole range of new platforms.

Looking at film, there have been some radical changes to when and
how we view movies. The old distribution model of staged releases
geographically and across different media had long been complained
about. Why should we in NZ wait six months after a film’s release in the
US to see it here? And if I want to watch a film on DVD why do I have
to wait months after its theatrical release? What the internet did was
allow the consumers’ voices to be heard. The ubiquity of the internet,
the power of social media and the real-time nature of online connections broke down the geographical barriers. And the availability of
infringing copies of films on a plethora of sites meant that people had
access to content whether it was legitimately available or not, so far
better to make it legitimately available and reduce the need for people
to obtain it illegally.
In some senses the promise of new media has been a little hollow. For
a film maker the internet opened up the possibility of new and cheaper
models of distribution and the opportunity to cut out some the participants in the value chain thereby returning a greater share of proceeds
to the people that made the film (even including you guys!). But apart
from a few exceptions, most have found it hard to break out of the traditional structure. Part of the problem I think is the somewhat obsessive
focus on theatrical release. However that is not to say that things aren’t
changing. I was at the Toronto International Film Festival last year with
film guru Ant Timpson and his film The ABCs of Death (which I was the
lawyer for). And at TIFF that year there was a big focus on new media
distribution strategies – principally premium per-view cable and video
on demand (VOD). In the US now a number of film makers and distributors are releasing films to VOD services at the same time or very shortly
after the initial theatrical release of the film at a premium rate (anywhere
between US$10 and US$25). This is called ‘day and date’ releasing
and recognises the existence of people who want to see a film as soon
as it comes out, but either don’t want to or can’t go to a cinema. And
taking it further, there are now many films making a lot of money on this
kind of distribution model without a theatrical release at all (other than
festival releases). Our film, The ABCs of Death is one such film. And it
has been phenomenally successful, in six months it has recouped it’s
very modest production budget 15 times over and is returning money
to the film makers and participants.
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WIDE ANGLE

Screen Auckland
– a profile
Auckland’s screen production sector became a billion dollar industry last year,
and with strong demand in the pipeline, it’s a great time to profile two key
organisations involved in keeping the region’s industry in good health.

Above: the facilitation team –
Kirsty Donoghue, Juliet Williams,
Marie Jenkins, Jason Fitch, Alex Farmer
and Lucy Graham.

Auckland’s regional film office is called
Screen Auckland – a specialist team within
Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic
Development (ATEED), which is the
region’s economic growth agency and an
Auckland Council-controlled organisation.
From the start of the unified Council in
2010 until October 2014, Screen Auckland
shared the name ‘Film Auckland’ with the
region’s member-based industry representative body, Film Auckland Incorporated –
which had been in existence since 2003 and
agreed to let the newly formed ATEED use
its name for the region’s film office function.

Screen Auckland Manager Michael Brook,
a 30-year industry veteran, says the 2014
name change was for two main reasons: “It
reflected the industry’s evolution and use of
new technologies such as digital and transmedia, and new distribution methods; and
a need to differentiate ATEED’s growing
facilitation, attraction and advocacy roles
from the important industry voice of Film
Auckland Inc.”
Since 2014, the two organisations have
retained a close and positive working
relationship, including Film Auckland
Inc acting as an advisory group to Screen
Auckland.
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Left: Jasmine Millet.

Anatomy of a film permit
All productions that want to film in
Auckland’s public spaces – including
roads, berms, parks, beaches – require
an Auckland Council permit issued by
Screen Auckland. Each permit is subject to a fee based on a set schedule.

Screen Auckland’s roles
Screen Auckland’s most public face is as
the unit responsible for all film Council
permitting on public spaces in Auckland.
Its team of facilitators work with productions to meet their needs as much as possible, while balancing the interests of the
region’s communities and business owners.
[More about that below].
But as Michael Brook says, “we have a
number of other crucial roles supporting
Auckland’s screen industry, as much as
possible in partnership with the industry”.

Attract
The team also includes ATEED’s screen
attraction specialist, Jasmine Millet who
works alongside key partner New Zealand
Film Commission to attract international
screen productions to Auckland, through
marketing the region’s screen production proposition – its unique and diverse
locations, skilled production crews, and
infrastructure.
Senior ATEED managers attend conventions and industry events internationally
– usually alongside industry – to ensure
Auckland grows its presence in key markets such as the US West Coast and China.
Screen Auckland’s recent achievements
include involvement bringing feature films
including The Meg, Adrift, and Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon – Sword of Destiny
to the region, along with TV series such
as Ash vs Evil Dead, The New Legends of
Monkey, The Shannara Chronicles, and
Power Rangers.

Screen Auckland is not the consenting authority, it is delegated to issue
permits in conjunction with a land
owner approval. Once it receives an
application from a production company, it liaises between the production
and the organisation which is the
consenting authority in each case, and
attempts to mitigate any issues.
What part of Council ‘own’ the
region’s public spaces?
• for regional parks and some
beaches – Council’s Regional Parks
unit for roads, footpaths and berms
– Auckland Transport
• for playgrounds, neighbourhood
parks and sports fields – its Council
community facilities and the local
board.
• for Viaduct Harbour, North Wharf
and Silo Park – Panuku Development Auckland.
A small portion of the fees from
permits cover ATEED’s administrative costs, with most distributed to
the relevant local board, and Regional
Parks department and CCOs which
are involved in film permitting.
Traffic management
Any filming-related activity that uses
roads requires a Traffic Management
Plan to be prepared by a qualified
person and approved by the road
controlling authority. Depending on
the impact the planned filming will
have on the road’s use, applicants may
also need to apply for a temporary
road closure.
Auckland Transport is responsible for
all of Auckland’s roads (except motorways and state highways), footpaths
and parking.
Sensitive environmental areas
Permission to film in sensitive natural
areas may require specialised specific
conditions to work in a way which
protects the environment.

Screen Auckland works with production companies to address concerns or
to identify and access different sites.
Special conditions may be included as
part of a final permit.
Filming on tupuna maunga
(volcanic cones)
Permission is required for any commercial filming, regardless of the
nature or scale. There are special
requirements – particularly relating
to timeframes – for filming on the
region’s volcanic cones which are
managed by an iwi authority Tūpuna
Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority. Each application is reviewed and
approved by the authority with regard
to the heritage and cultural significance of the maunga.
Some key points about permits:
• Permit requirements are based
on the impact of the shoot. These
include equipment, locations, crew
and time on site. Producers intending to film in a public space should
check there aren’t other activities
– such as events or road works –
taking place at the same proposed
time. Productions – which are
regarded in the Auckland District
Plan as temporary activities – that
take place in public places are subject to the enforcement of Council
bylaws relating to things such as
noise, and traffic rules (mainly
parking and the number of traffic
movements).
• Screen Auckland does not have the
power to shut down productions
which are operating outside of their
permits, but Council noise control
and Auckland Transport officers
do. And consenting authorities take
into account any previous breaches
of permit conditions when production companies apply for subsequent permits.
• A permit to film in a public open
space is required to ensure a production is covered by public liability insurance which safe guards the
production for potential damages
or injury.
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Above: Kumeu Studios.
Right: Michael Brook.

Manage
Last year, ATEED also took over the management of Council-owned Auckland Film
Studios, and privately owned Kumeu Film
Studios (profiled in the last NZTECHO).
It has a two-person team which manages
the studios’ day to day operations while
other options for long-term management
are being considered.

Connect
Another function Screen Auckland performs is to build Auckland’s global relationships through screen agreements and other
connections. Michael Brook says: “Over the
years, we have forged fruitful long-standing
relationships with places such as Busan,
South Korea, and two regional governments
in China. Several are backed by official
memorandums of understanding around
screen production.”
Michael Brook is a highly respected figure
internationally, including being an elected
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board member of AFCNet – the Asian Film
Commissions network, and the Asia-Pacific
equivalent of the Association of Film Commissions International with 60 members
from 20 countries. The AFCNet secretariat
is based at the Busan Film Commission.
Screen Auckland is also an member of
AFCI – an international network of film
offices working towards best practice in
fostering economic development and
screen attraction.

Advocate
Screen Auckland is a member of the national organisation Regional Film Offices
of NZ (RFONZ) – which Michael Brook
chairs – and represents Auckland’s interest
in wider industry discussions.
ATEED is also an important advocate for
the industry, Michael Brook says: “For
example, when it became clear that an increasingly uncompetitive government grant
system was having a serious impact on
Auckland’s screen production industry, we
worked with Film Auckland and industry to
lobby the Government, and the result was
a revised, more competitive grant scheme
coming into effect from 2014.”
Michael Brook accepted an invitation
to be on the Government’s working
group currently discussing potential
amendments to the labour laws related
to the screen industry.

Inform
Screen Auckland helps the industry understand how changes to rules and regulations,
such as the rules relating to drone use and
the introduction of closures within the
Waitakere Ranges and Hunua Ranges due
to kauri dieback, will impact on it.
Information on Screen Auckland’s activities – and the current online film permitting process – can found within ATEED’s
website at www.aucklandnz.com/screen.
Industry members who want to join
Film Auckland Inc and get involved in its
activities will be able to do this via www.
filmauckland.com.

Q&A with Kirsty Donoghue, Screen Facilitation
Manager, ATEED
What brought you into the role?
I started working in various roles within local government 15 years ago, and
joined ATEED’s Screen Auckland team in 2010 as a film facilitator. I moved
up to head the team in 2016. I’ve been in a position to see the screen sector’s massive growth first hand, alongside of course the fast growth of the
city itself. It’s been both a rewarding and challenging experience.

What does your job involve?
I work with my team of four facilitators, helping to deal with the hundreds
of requests to film in Auckland. Last year our office issued more than 700
permits. There is never a dull moment, with each day bringing a wide variety of applications for us to process. The key for us is to have great relationships with the consenting authorities we work with, so that we can effectively deal with concerns from them relating to a particular application.
We also need to have good communication with production crews on the
ground, and the ability to understand their needs as well, so we can see
things from both perspectives.
We regularly field complaints from business people or residents affected by
filming, and the team needs a lot of diplomacy at times.

What changes have you seen in the time you’ve worked with
Screen Auckland?
The biggest change has been the filming environment. As the city has
become busier, and the industry has grown, filming has become more
regulated. There is more emphasis on health and safety, and protecting
sensitive environments. There is a lot more filming taking place in communities – whole seasons of a TV series in one small town, for example – and
it’s crucial that we go the extra mile to ensure businesses and residents are
informed about, and not inconvenienced by, filming on their door step. The
industry has had to adapt to that, and mainly done that well. But it’s about
educating people to understand the parameters we’re all working in.

What do you enjoy about your job?
The people! I feel so lucky to work with such an amazing and diverse bunch
of people. I’ve learned so much working with location managers, producers and production managers who have helped me to grow. The other side
of my role has me working with people from many different areas of the
community, from park rangers to local board members and local volunteer
groups. I have developed so much knowledge about how communities
work and how to weave in a film crew to the mix. I’m also grateful that I
get to work with such a great team at Screen Auckland – people who are
absolute masters at what they do.

What one thing would you say to a producer who needs to film in a
public open space in the next few months?
Get in touch to discuss your project and don’t be shy to share the gory
details! Our role is to help with your production and secure locations. Every
request we deal with is on a case by case basis, so if you have had previous
experience filming in Auckland don’t assume what happened last time will
be the same. Think of our facilitators as an extension to your locations team
– the more time and information we have to process a permit application,
the better the result will be for your production.
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IN FOCUS
Waka Attewell on the ways the camera can come between
the film maker and the subject.

About a
Lost World

It’s not reality TV nor a cooking
show, not news or current affairs
nor is it blockbuster. It’s made for
the small screen and the big screen.
It’s inside the weave of who we are
as a nation - a certain cohort will
simply deem it non-commercial.
The work is low budget and it’s
made with love and hope and sometimes other people’s spare change;
we make it so it finds a life within

the world’s festival circuit. This is
national cinema.
A few days ago we wrapped on a
documentary. Four years since we
started ‘Rangi - The Carver’. He’s
just had his 81st birthday. The family gathers. We had managed to get a
camera and sound kit for this final
day (it’ll cost us a bottle of wine
from the supermarket when we
drop it back). Two fabulous inter-
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views wedged into the backyard to start
the day have us crying; it’s Sunday so
best we get these in the can before the
lawn mowers start.
Then Rangi arrives.
I actually just want to put the camera
away and sit quietly with him… listen
and just be.
The movie making process keeps me
from becoming part of the actual event,
I’m here but I have that invisible wall
the camera creates. I observe and wrestle with the imperfect world of location shooting… technical challenges - I
stand back, move forward, look at the
back of people’s heads for tell-tale clues
that will give me insight to the immediate then, for a moment, the low autumn
sun makes it impossible to get an image; living in the now, reacting to the
instant; the cake, the singing of happy
birthday and now there’s no wide
shot available, or the option of doing
it again. Then everything is corralled
away from me around a just-too-highguard rail, I try not let this annoy me.
The tradition of the song, the cutting
of the cake… the kids gather for the
sugar. Koro cuts out the first slice and
smiles and the love flow outwards.
Today I’m also dealing with the audio
issues – this is now common practise.
The dilemma of a one-man-band, if
I put the headphones on I walk into
people whilst missing the flow of
conversations. So much has shifted and
swirled in this whanau since we started
filming - 25 years ago was the first time
within this family. Departures. Arrivals.
Great grandchildren, those on the inner, those on the outer. Rangi is the centre of it all… he says little, he smiles. He
is soon off to China – Rangi might send
back a photo of an obscure temple with
an echo of the ancestors or the edge
of a jewel that will prove a connection
to his work, he might again mention

Taniwha and commerce in the same
breath… I was witness to this once, it
was a privilege.
This is not the story of a Carver, this is
not the story of a lost craft or a man getting old; this is not the story of a young
Māori man who 60 years ago wanted
to be a doctor but was told he was to be
the Carver, no questions - he became
that Carver – The Carver - (an audience might ask whom ‘they’ are – it’ll
be their problem not the film makers).
Nor is this the story of a family relocated to the central north island after
a young nephew is left orphaned by a
car wreck. Nor the artist who becomes a
prison warden, nor is it about the teacher of many carvers who established the
course out of Rotorua that is now many
courses. These days the Polytech’s and
tertiary institutions feel they have the
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right to buy and sell these courses.
Rangi’s’ course is now owned by an
outside institution, bought and sold
at the whim of the tertiary cashflow. NZQA quantify it by marking
the outcomes and the students pay
the fees. This is the modern world
of craft? A colonial world.
Is this film perhaps the story of a
world we are losing… a story of an
indigenous world – this is the same
dwindling world of ‘Camera On the
Shore’, ‘Kobi’, ‘Patu’, ‘Autumn Fires’,
The Neglected Miracle’ …and this is
my lost world; this lost worldliness
has just not arrived, it has always
been this way.
45 years ago the film and TV world
felt like it was about a brave new
truth, a deep seated purpose was
ingrained in the work among a grey
New Zealand landscape, every bit

of work was hard fought for and
the thinking was imbued within
the needs and rites of a struggling
humanity, a New Zealand trying to
find itself? Find its culture? Production for the sake of cash-flow was
a mere passing thought - not the
commercial imperative it is now
- the establishment of profound
thinking was paramount …I came
to the conclusion early that I was a
racist, my family were racists, my
extended family racist. The country
was racist. I had to somehow break
that cycle.
This will be my life’s work.
I now lament the path of the next
generation of film makers and their
rocky paths to redemption. Already
crippled by the demands of a neoliberal world of student debt followed by the ever expanding layers
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of bureaucracy that must be waded
through and all this before an idea has
been formed, just add to that commercial demands and you have a perfect
storm. Projects become over baked and
rules imposed upon them before the
funds are released (and you call these
the lucky ones?). It never will be easy,
it wasn’t for my cohort either. This still
appears to be the only path to ‘national
cinema’ - possibly this is how it should
be – it brings out the best in us –
yeah right?
Meanwhile the NZFC announce the
new Māori initiative - some of the 41
staff hoping that it’s more than ‘thisshould-keep-the-natives-quiet’ – let’s
pretend we function in a country that
doesn’t have skewed expectations and
racist institutions; let’s look the other
way and be grateful for handouts - all
good intentions feel like thinly veiled
assimilation - this is how re-colonisation works.
Gratefully we will apply and our completed work might explain the world
of Māori living within this country - a
sort of report as to how well ‘they’ are
doing under the circumstances. We
might be eligible for the funding, but
there are rules to be imposed, we’ll
gather up the crew and other numbers
and deduce and account for the percentages – perhaps this will become a
NatGeo type observation of the natives
from that urban marae out west?
Yet despite all this our film will eventually somehow get completed.
Across town and in the city further
north imperialism of the American
kind is the job opportunities for youth
wanting a career in the movie industry.
The crown entity dangles a tax break
for this international community The NZFC proudly display these posters of past Hollywood success on the
walls of their boardroom. This is the
reality today of the New Zealand film

industry - a bit of international blockbuster, a bit Hollywood studio, local TV
and some cultural imperative… this is
who we now are.
The grandkids and the family look on.
Rangi picks up the chisel for the first
time in four years, his hand holding
the weathered tool shakes just a little,
and then, without pause or hesitation it steadies, he lets the mallet fall
and the chisel forms a cut of the most
delicate spiral into the wood. His wrist
rolls over in perfect balance. This
generous act might’ve been for the
camera, it might’ve been for the family
- it might’ve been for me? …it wasn’t
about the carving.
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REGIONAL WRAP
Take one – Auckland

Take two – Wellington

The months and years seem to be slipping by faster and
faster as we get older, and projects that feel like they
were shot only a year or so ago in fact took place at the
beginning of the decade, like the Hobbit for example.
Speaking of the Hobbit, as part of the Governments
Working Group assisting the Minister with recommendations in regards to contractors vs employee status within
the NZ film industry. I have been pleasantly surprised
at the collaborative and constructive approach that has
been taken by those in the group. The group is made up
of representatives from the likes of the Screen Industry
Guild, SPADA, the Stunt Guild, Directors and Editors
Guild, the CTU and Actors Equity to name a few. Any
disagreements have so far been nutted out, and platforms
have been created where we feel we are at a point of mutual benefit for most possible employment scenarios. We
are due to present our recommendations to the Minister
for Workplace Relations within the next month or so. Any
changes made to what is known as the “Hobbit Law” will
be for the benefit for ALL THOSE working in the New
Zealand film and television industry.

Injuries are a time to take stock I reckon. As a lot of you
probably know, I well and truly stuffed myself last month
by being a dumb ass and trying to run down a train, while
wearing jandals. Which taught me a couple of important
lessons. Firstly, trains only stop for people running after
them in the movies. Also that 51 year old Graeme can’t
– or shouldn’t - run like 21 year old Graeme could. And
lastly, with a pair of partially ruptured Achilles tendons, it’ll
probably be at least a couple of months before I’m ready
to set boot on a film set again. My chances of running
back to the truck for a crate of wedges anytime before
Spring are pretty much nil.

On a work note, television commercials have been the
slowest we’ve seen in many years, with many crew not
securing much work since before Christmas. The first few
months of the year were filled mostly with Line Production
commercials, and a couple of features being shot in Fiji.

So, like many of you I’m spending my time doing what I
can to earn and wondering when it might all come right.

We are now enjoying a few more long form dramas looking for crew, and with Mulan, Avatar and Power Rangers
finally in full pre-production swing the drought seems to
almost be over for many of you.
The ATEED/Auckland Council Kumeu Studios management tender has fallen through, meaning that the studios
will continue being operated by ATEED in the foreseeable future, which is disappointing, and a situation that
we hope will be rectified as soon as possible. As a city,
we are so lucky that a private investor has put so much
into turning this property into a workable and functioning
studio facility, it would be a shame not to see it operating to its full potential with the help of proper marketing
and management by an independent body. As a Guild we
will continue to encourage the Council and ATEED to retender this position urgently.
To conclude, after what felt like a rocky and slow start to
the year, it now seems that things are shaping up nicely for
the last half of 2018. What we are going to need is more
members joining the Guild, so that our voice is heard on
upcoming projects, so get out there and show people the
magazine, and tell them about all the benefits of belonging to
the Screen Industry Guild before you take on your next job!
Sioux Macdonald, Guild vice president and
executive committee member

The only upside to all this, is that maybe I’m feeling the
current downturn a bit less than most of you. Even if
there was work out there, I wouldn’t be available to do
it. Not that it makes the days of stressing about the bills
and any easier. If this downturn had happened last year
I could have picked up some truck driving work until the
lull had passed. With both ankles in bandages that’s not
really an option.

The short answer is...September. From then on we should
mostly be working again and quite probably turning down
gigs because we are booked on others. But after a very
quiet Autumn and Winter, it’ll be a familiar frustration of
too many productions cranking up at once. So, again,
how do sort this?
Do we petition the commish to stagger funding
decisions across the year. Do we ask the producers to
communicate with each other so that they’re not all
competing for crew and studios in the same months?
Or we do just resign ourselves to working in a seasonal
industry, even though a lot of what we do is studio based
and not weather dependant?
Answers on the back of a disused log book please.
Love your work,
Graeme Tuckett, Guild member
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Take three – Queenstown

Following a beautiful long hot summer of swimming in the
warm lake, intermittent work and balmy 30-degree temps,
we now crash into winter… with all its horror: Freezing
wind; Snow chains; Ice; Mud; Rain; Producers asking &
asking what the forecast will be for the next 5 days (hoping the more they ask the better the forecast
will be).
But, any work in May is better than no work in May. So
happily I stand in ankle deep mud, with snow on the the
set, and pools of water in the marquee, reporting from the
expensive trenches (it is Queenstown after all).

require snow in the background. Such is the uncertainty
of our livelihood.
I shall not complain as I live in NZ, the paradise of the
world as I am reminded by the Chinese Art Assistant who
takes a picture of the stars at the end of our day because
he does not see them in China.
Happy to be entering another season in Paradise, as long
as my feet stay warm!
Nic MacAllan, SIG QT Branch Secretary

CREW

Experienced and highly regarded
DoPs, camera operators and sound
recordists specialisting in broadcast and
commerical production.
Documentaries

TV Series

Corporate

Commercials

Give us a call for quotes or enquiries
Auckland 09 373 4330 Wellington 04 499 9225

rocketrentals.com

We wonder what our winter will bring with no MI6 or
Winter Olympics to buffer the sporadic TVCs that may
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IN MEMORY OF
Karen Alexander

Our friend and colleague Karen
Alexander passed away June 19 2018.
Karen was a loved mother, grandmother
and an absolute rock of the Wellington
and New Zealand film making
community for over 40 years.

She will be sorely missed by her
children Kali, Tarna, Dominic and Leon,
grandchildren Jett, Hayden, Alexander,
Kalan, Zac, Luca, Vinnie and her
granddaughter due in October. And by
all of us who worked alongside her.
Love your work, Karen.
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VISIT

ScreenSafe.co.nz

Health and Safety for the Screen Industry

Helping create safe workplaces

MixPre Series Recorders
Audio Recorder|Mixer|USB Interface
MixPre-3 - 3-XLR inputs
MixPre-6 - 4 balanced XLR/TRS inputs
MixPre-10T - 8 balanced XLR/TRS and timecode
•
•
•
•

Sturdy
Easy to use for beginners
Sophisticated for experts
High quality audio

To order or have a listen
call us: 09 366 1750; e: info@soundtq.co.nz
fb: @soundtechniques; www.soundtq.co.nz

Perfect for videographers, musicians, sound
designers, podcasters, YouTubers and field
recordists - anyone who wants to record
audio.
Lightweight, high-resolution audio recorders
with integrated USB audio streaming that
offers world-class sound quality combined
with extreme durability.
See www.sounddevices.com/products/recorders for more
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NEWBIE PROFILE
Martin Le Breton is an experienced DIT and video
operator and technician. He also knows his way
around a grip truck.
When did you join the film industry? And what was it
that attracted you to film?
I have a technical degree in video engineering and graduated
from a cinema school in Paris. As a contractor, I was always
switching between technical and creative roles, and would often
combined both. I started working in the broadcast industry as
a RF and satellite transmission technician for sports, news or
live events. And it gave me the taste of travelling and covering
incredible events. But as far I remember I was always more
attracted to film. It probably comes from my grandparents who
use to be art teachers and introduced my siblings and I to
cinema when we were young. I must have seen my first Charlie
Chaplin’s film around 5 years old.
10 years ago, DIT wasn’t really established, and in France a
video playback operator wasn’t seen as a job on its own. It was
more like a job for the camera trainee. So I got my first tickets on
movie sets as a grip, and I knew that it was the kind of working
environment I wanted to be part of.
In 2013, I decided to have a shot at an International career. I
gave up my comfortable situation in Paris, because the dream
of working on worldwide blockbusters was more appealing. It
was a complete fresh start, I had no job, no contacts, but time to
discover New Zealand. I soon knew I wanted to stay here. I was
then lucky to work for DUSK, a production and VFX company
based in Wellington. Eventually I joined my video skills and my
passion for cinema by being offered the position of video operator on the Christmas horror movie Krampus. This was my first
film role in New Zealand in 2015.
What do you enjoy most about the work?
Without a doubt, it’s the thrill of adventure, to visit remote
locations, the more exposed and intense conditions, the more
complex a set up will be, the more happy I am. I love the fact
that you never know what tomorrow might be made of, you
need to constantly adapt, learning, evolve, and master your craft.
And besides a fair share of drama, the intensity of a movie set
creates the most memorable relationships. It’s like being in sport
team, when everyone works together toward the same goal, this
sense of collective achievement, it’s a brilliant feeling. I’m still
amazed by how all those people with individual and very diverse
skills can joined their talents to create new fictive worlds.

Why did you choose to join the Techos’ Guild? What do
you want to get out of your membership of the Guild?
It felt like it was a natural move, most of the great technicians
I’ve been working with over the years are Techos’ Guild members. If think it is important to have a common voice and to protect our industry. Facing non employment is a fear and a threat
to all of us, with New Zealand becoming a more expensive
country to live in. The higher cost of living and the non employement can affect our houses, our kids education, our families. In
France as a comparison, you have a protective system for movie
technicians and artists, as long as you work a certain amount of
hours per years, the government covers your wages in between
jobs. I’m not saying that I expect to see that in New Zealand, as
it’s a completely different economic system, but I believe that
a guild has to play a role to keep its members working and the
industry active.
Lately, I was the second unit DIT on Mortal Engines for the DOP
and President of the Guild Richard Bluck. Working alongside
and learning from such an humble and talented man was also an
obvious green light for me to join the guild.
With a number of key players for DIT and video services in
Wellington, we’ve recently combined to form Nektar. The
idea was to work together, share experiences and be able to
combine our broad set of skills. Hopefully Nektar will eventually
become a valued contributor to the Guild as well. We’ve
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recently launched our website to showcase our services and
our international experience. Nektar provides a link between
Portsmouth Rentals and ParkRoad Post regarding onset
workflow from camera to post production. The role of the Digital
Imaging Technician (DIT) isn’t always obvious for some, so we
hope our website will put some light on our profession. www.
nektar.co.nz

Last year, I passed all my diving degrees to become a CoC
diver, I would love to somehow be involved in an underwater
shoot, especially with great studio facilities that we have in
Kumeu and knowing that underwater Motion Capture is an ongoing technology.
What do you want to see the Guild doing in the future?

Considering the specific status of film workers in New Zealand,
the “Hobbit” law and the absence of union, the guild is doing a
great job. In my opinion and alongside the NZ film commission
and the goverment, the two main points would be to keep attractI have had a lot of different roles over the last 10 years for both
the broadcast and film industry, as a camera operator, editor, col- ing productions either local or from overseas. I’ve noticed that
New Zealand has either low budget productions or very big. With
ourist, grip, RF technician, assistant director, stage director, all
the emergence of new production and distribution system like
at very different scales. But since being in New Zealand, I have
Netflix or Amazon, we need to be able to attract this “mid scale”
definitely been more focused on the video and DIT role. This is
productions as well. The time between big jobs can be very long,
a technical area where you’ve got versatile skills that allow you
to switch to other specific tasks. I’m lucky enough to sometimes and that’s a danger for New Zealand, as we often loose crew
members. The second point would be to promote location shootwork with the Motion Capture Department of Weta Digital as a
video engineer or an set up technician on movies like Valerian in ing in different parts of New Zealand. I think New Zealand will
Paris and Alita Battle Angel in Texas. Both Mocap or DIT are so gain if it doesn’t centralise its industry only in Auckland. This is the
related to the evolution of technology, so who knows how these case for Paris in France, and I think the industry there suffers from
roles will be in 10 years? I think it is essential to stay curious,
its lack of “movie-friendly” locations, themes and cultural diveralways be aware of how our pairs do things overseas, and be
sity. You can definitely be more attractive especially for overseas
ready to acquire new skills. I still have a lot to learn as a DIT and productions if you have crews in different regions.
would like to pursue this path, and I’m also open to extend my
knowledge with roles like stereographer or colourist.
What is your career path? What work would you like to
be doing in the future? What might stand in your way?
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NEW MEMBERS

We appreciate
the support of:

Join us in giving our new members a warm welcome!
Kristin Seth: Auckland Costume
Oli Harris: Auckland Grips
Monica Mu: Auckland Production
Roxi Bull: Auckland Production
Russell King: Auckland Lighting
Tyrone Payne: Auckland Accounts
Nick Komornicki: Auckland Art Department
Martin Le Breton: Wellington Camera
Ry Oliver: Wellington Driver/Locations
Mark Brownlie: Queenstown SFX

Mick Sinclair

Ph +64 9 360-9995 www.sinclairblack.co.nz
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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
President
Richard Bluck 021 449 124
Vice president
Sioux Macdonald 021 969 609
Treasurer
Brendon Durey
Auckland chair
Nick Treacy 021 280 8950
Wellington chair
Adrian (Wookie) Hebron
Queenstown chair
Wayne Allen
For full committee listing and contact
details please email:
info@screenguild.co.nz

SCREEN INDUSTRY GUILD
AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND
OFFICE
Karla Rodgers, executive officer
Jane Scott, accounts officer
Tel: 09 8899522
PO Box 68-294, Newton, Auckland 1145
info@screenguild.co.nz
editor@screenguild.co.nz
accounts@screenguild.co.nz
www.screenguild.co.nz
facebook.com/NZFVTG

CREW REPS
Remember to organise a crew rep on your next production. A crew rep, preferably someone
who is familiar with The Blue Book, is the most efficient way to keep the lines of communication
open between the producer and the crew.

Screen Industry Guild office hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 3.30pm
Outside these hours, please leave a
phone message or email us.
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